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Writing Fiction For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	5o, you want to write a novel? Great! Writing a novel Is a worthwhile goal.
	It'll challenge you, stretch you, and change you. Getting It published will
	gain you respect from your family and friends, and It may even earn you a bit
	of fame and money.


	But respect, fame, and money aren't the only reasons for writing a...
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Innocent Code : A Security Wake-Up Call for Web ProgrammersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is an entertaining read, that shows how to change your mindset from website construction to website destruction so as to avoid writing dangerous code.

This concise and practical book will show where code vulnerabilities lie and how best to fix them. Its value is in showing where code may be exploited to gain access to--or break...
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Enterprise Integration with WSO2 ESBPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 15 recipes to calibrate seamless modularity to SOA and address commonly-faced enterprise integration challenges with a zero-code approach


	Overview

	
		Learn how to implement the mostly-used Enterprise Integration Patterns with WSO2 ESB
	
		Discover how to integrate WSO2 ESB with FIX, HL7, and...
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90 Days to Success in ConsultingCengage Learning, 2009

	In college, when I was working my first consulting job, a professor

	called with a problem with a slow computer. He had

	tried everything he knew to fix the problem, to no avail. The computer

	used to have good performance, but something had happened.

	Upon arriving at his office, it didn’t take me long to spot

	the problem....
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Learning Python TestingPackt Publishing, 2014

	A straightforward and easy approach to testing your Python projects


	About This Book

	
		Develop your knowledge and skills to increase your confidence in tackling new challenges
	
		Guides you through the tools of automated testing in Python 3 with practical and real-life examples
	...
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Prokaryotic Symbionts in Plants (Microbiology Monographs)Springer, 2009
Endophytic prokaryotes can invade the tissue of the host plant without triggering defense reactions or disease symptoms. Instead, they promote the growth of the host plant due to their ability to fix atmospheric dinitrogen and/or to produce plant growth-promoting substances.

This Microbiology Monographs volume presents...
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Final Cut Pro X CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	As technology becomes more and more accessible and easier to use, we are expected to do

	more in less time than ever before. Video editors are now expected to be able to not only edit,

	but create motion graphics, fix sound issues, enhance image quality and color, and more. And

	many workers in the PR and marketing world are finding...
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Python Data Science Essentials: A practitioner's guide covering essential data science principles, tools, and techniques, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Gain useful insights from your data using popular data science tools

	
		Key Features

		
			A one-stop guide to Python libraries such as pandas and NumPy
	
			Comprehensive coverage of data science operations such as data cleaning and data manipulation
	
			Choose scalable...
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Jenkins EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Continuous Integration – setting up the stage for a DevOps culture


	About This Book

	
		Explore continuous integration and automation, along with how to manage and configure Jenkins
	
		Discover the process of using Jenkins to build, test, and package Java applications
	
		Learn...
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Hacking Windows Vista: ExtremeTechJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"Why didn't they ask me before they did that?" 

Vista is the most radical revamping of Windows since 1995. But along with all  the fantastic improvements, there are a couple of things that drive you up the  wall. Maybe you're not seeing the performance you expect. Security is better,  but boy, is it annoying. And what's with...
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CSS Mastery: Advanced Web Standards Solutions, Second EditionFriends of Ed, 2009

	The Internet abounds with information on CSS based design. However it's spread across a large and disparate group of sites and can be very difficult to find. The purpose of this book is to pull all this information together in one place, thus creating a definitive guide to modern CSS based techniques. The book can be read cover to cover,...
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Linux Troubleshooting BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If something goes wrong, roll up your sleeves, then troubleshoot and fix Linux yourself!

Commercial support packages for Linux can be expensive. This unique book gives you the power to diagnose and fix a wide range of Linux problems. Using Fedora Core Linux and Red Hat Enterprise Linux examples, Thomas Weeks and bestselling Red Hat...
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